
Posiflex’s POS tablet, the MT4008, 
received multiple awards for its 
intelligent, innovative design and 
functionality. The Posiflex MT4008 
tablet is a ground-breaking, fully 
modular hybrid system designed 
to provide mobile flexibility with 
powerful stationary POS functionality. 
MT4008 was internationally 
recognized by winning the 2015 Red 
Dot Award for Product Design, besting 
4,928 entries from 56 countries. At 
Computex 2015, the second largest 
international IT exhibition in the world, 
MT4008 won awards for both Best 
Design and Design & Innovation.

The MT4008 system composes of 
an 8” tablet, optional 2D scanner 
with a pistol grip and extended-life 
battery, and printer docking station. 
Andre Nataf, Director of Business 
Development for Digital Dining, notes, 
“It’s not enough that you simply 
replicate fixed POS capabilities on 
a mobile device. You need a hybrid 
system that bridges the gap between 
fixed and mobile POS. The MT4008 
allows our customers to do both, so 
they can focus on the customer rather 
than the transaction.”      

With ASI’s (Action Systems Inc.) 
certification, Restaurant Manager 
resellers now have a powerful 
Windows® mobility offering with the 
MT4008, which is streamlined to grow 
your business. Olin Ford, Southern 
Oregon Business, an ASI dealer, has 
deployed MT4008 in drive-through 
concepts and traditional table service 

locations. “The MT4008 wireless 
printer docking station is quite unique. 
It’s handy to take the tablet off at peak 
times and take orders on the go, then 
put it back on the dock when traffic 
slows to use as a POS terminal. I like 
the flexibility of the MT technology, 
and the flexibility it gives to my 
customers.”      

Retail clerks using the MT4008 with 
the optional pistol grip 2D scanner can 
operate well past an 8-hour shift with 
its removable battery for line busting, 
inventory or ticket taking. Or the tablet 
alone is ideal for servers on the go, as 
the handstrap and MSR are standard 
features. The MT4008, when docked, 
includes serial, USB, LAN, and cash 
drawer ports.

Mike Hamm, COO at Focus POS, 
concludes, “Traditional POS is 
evolving, and the MT4008 is an 
example of a new approach that will 
help it reach a new level.”

See MT4008 video: http://www.
posiflexusa.com/video/mt4008.php
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Posiflex designs and engineers Point-of-Service terminals that deliver performance at a lower 
total cost of ownership. Since 1984, awarded with over 30 patents for innovation, Posiflex 
terminals are overbuilt, to overperform. With global presence and a comprehensive suite of 
services and peripherals, trust your Point-of-Service to perform at maximum uptime through 
revolutionary technology, reliable quality, reasonable pricing and recognized service. 
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“The MT4008 wireless 
printer docking station is 
quite unique. It’s handy to 
take the tablet off at peak 
times and take orders on 
the go... I like the flexibility 
of the MT technology, and 
the flexibility it gives to my 
customers.”

— Olin Ford
Southern Oregon Business
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